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Scleroderma and obstructive sleep apnea: a consideration
of immunological aspects and the role of fibrosis
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Sleep disorders are known to be related to autoimmune dis-
eases due to the inflammatory and immunological imbalance
induced by or aggravating poor sleep [1]. In this context, we
are writing to discuss a relationship that needs to be more
clearly understood, that between obstructive sleep apnea
(OSA)—a widely prevalent sleep breathing disorder [2]—
and scleroderma—an autoimmune disease that can affect
breathing through a number of mechanisms, including lung
fibrosis. We highlight pathological and immunological fea-
tures that both diseases might have in common, and which
warrant further clarification.

Scleroderma is an autoimmune disease that affects collagen
and can present as a restricted dermatological condition, char-
acterized by thickening of the skin, or as a systemic syndrome
that evolves with a more severe clinical outcome. This sys-
temic condition can be accompanied by significant collagen
fibrosis that affects several organs beyond the skin, such as the
esophagus, heart, and lungs, and carries with it great potential
for health complications [1, 3], including impaired breathing
that can worsen a pre-existing OSA.

Autoimmune and inflammatory diseases may lead to the
impairment of sleep quality and a decrease in quality of life as
a whole. In the case of scleroderma, it can cause lung compli-
cations, which can be manifested by interstitial lung disease
and pulmonary hypertension, as well as restrictive-ventilatory
limitation and anatomic changes in the upper airways due to

fibrosis [1] as described below. These changes can affect sleep
quality and sleep breathing movements, and are particularly
relevant with respect to OSA and its interaction with sclero-
derma. We aim to discuss possible interaction between both
conditions induced by these anatomic features, as well as with
the potential role of immunological properties related to
fibrosis.

Obstructive sleep apnea is a highly prevalent sleep breath-
ing disturbance that affects one-third of the population [2, 4].
The major risk factors for OSA are age, male sex, and obesity
[2]. The morbidity and the mortality of OSA are high, and
may be greater when it occurs concomitantly with other respi-
ratory diseases, as those manifested in pulmonary involve-
ment by systemic scleroderma [4, 5]. Obstructive sleep apnea
is characterized by recurrent episodes of apneas and
hypopneas associated with repetitive episodes of intermittent
hypoxia caused by repetitive collapse of the upper airway
during sleep [4]. Hypoxemia and repetitive awakenings result
in an increase in the number of circulating catecholamines and
sympathetic activation that may predispose individuals to the
worsening of several clinical outcomes of this sleep disorder
and its associated respiratory pathophysiology [6].
Hypercapnia is another gasometrical disturbance that may be
manifested in OSA, due to sleep breathing events and im-
paired CO2 wash out during sleep; this condition can also
occur in some other respiratory system disorders that can co-
exist, such as obesity hypoventilation syndrome (OHS),
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and the later
stages of interstitial lung diseases (ILD) [6]. With respect to
ILD that may also be manifested with hypoxemia [6], we
highlight scleroderma, which could be another aggravating
factor for OSA, worsening the gasometrical findings and the
severity of these deleterious conditions, especially if they are
concomitant.

One of the few studies to examine specifically the correla-
tion between this autoimmune disease and sleep breathing
disorders showed that one-third of the scleroderma patients
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had an associated sleep-disordered breathing [1]. It has previ-
ously been reported that OSA may present with higher sever-
ity and mortality when associated with other lung diseases.
We highlight that OSA severity may be worsened by pulmo-
nary fibrosis due to scleroderma. Restrictive pulmonary dis-
eases, including those that occur in scleroderma are character-
ized by decreased lung volumes due to fibrosis, which can
reduce upper airway stability and increase resistance by de-
creased traction [4, 5]. These changes may facilitate upper
airway collapse, mainly during stage REM sleep, when func-
tional residual capacity is further reduced due to the inactivity
of the intercostal muscles [4, 5], which demand a higher re-
spiratory drive, impairing breathing and gas exchange during
sleep.

A study revealed a high prevalence of OSA (55.5%) in
non-obese patients with scleroderma, with markedly impaired
breathing during stage REM sleep [5]. It was concluded that
there are different mechanisms for OSA other than obesity,
such as the upper airway obstruction, and parenchymal and
alveolar fibrosis associated with interstitial lung conditions
[5]. Another study on this relationship found that OSA was
detected in 44–72% of individuals with an interstitial lung
disorder, which may aggravate its progression and related
mortality [7], although these mechanisms are not yet clear. It
is hypothesized that the intermittent hypoxia due to OSA may
induce alveolar cell injury and cytokine release, which in
turn may accelerate lung damage [8] and in parallel may be
linked with immunological features that should be further
clarified.

In addition to these pathological and mechanical reasons
that could explain how fibrosis might induce greater OSA
symptoms, we also call attention to current evidence that sug-
gests that these diseases have an immunological characteristic
in common—the inflammasome. This is a multiprotein intra-
cellular complex that detects pathogenic microorganisms and
sterile stressors, and that activates highly pro-inflammatory
cytokines. Regarding the cytokines that may be activated by
the inflammasome, we call particular attention to the interleu-
kin (IL)-1 family [3], which includes members related to
chronic lung diseases and fibrosis [3, 9]. Several cytokines
of this group seem to be related to fibrosis with some being
known to promote a fibrotic response through fibroblast cells,
such as IL-1, IL-18, and IL-33. These cytokines play an im-
portant role in skin and collagen regulation [3]. This may
result in fibrosis in the lungs worsening symptoms of OSA.

Although the association between cytokines and the pul-
monary effects of scleroderma has not been fully established,
in another lung disorder, asthma, IL-33 has already been
shown to be an important marker of fibrosis [3, 9], and repre-
sents a promising therapeutic target [9]. We, therefore, pro-
pose a possible link between the profibrotic effects of the IL-1
family of inflammasomes in scleroderma, and the worsening
of OSA. Research into the effects of increased levels of

profibrotic cytokines, including mainly IL-33, may promote
a better understanding of the immunological components that
these two conditions possibly have in common and even guide
therapeutic options.

On the other hand, studies have speculated that OSA plays
a role in inflammation [9, 10]. It has previously been reported
that OSA may lead to greater systemic inflammation due to
the intermittent hypoxia and the continued pauses in breathing
during sleep [10]. Patients with OSA present with higher
levels of the inflammatory marker IL-33, which may be re-
leased by the increased adipose tissue usually manifested in
patients with OSA [9].

We suggest that in future research on this possible correla-
tion between OSA and scleroderma fibrosis, the levels of the
IL-1 family cytokines, especially IL-33, should be considered
in the serum of patients to achieve a better understanding of this
relationship. In addition, the hypothesis regarding the role of
fibrosis in the severity of interstitial lung disorders, which in-
cludes the mechanical pathways and alveolar epithelium injury
associated with gas exchange disturbance, should be raised in
further research, as well as their immunological behavior. New
findings on this possible interaction may provide a better un-
derstanding of the fibrosis pathways and biological markers that
may be related to sleep disorders, especially OSA, and with
pneumopathy severity. This effort may benefit the management
of both of these diseases and guide new clinical protocols
aiming to improve sleep and breathing.
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